
Godzilla Reborn (Part III) 
 

Jason rubbed the tears from his face and cleared his throat before walking down 
the hall to the elevator.  The ride down was slow, the words he had just heard kept 
repeating in his head, the last words from his now dead grandfather. 

“Jason, it’s up to you now to release Omega, this is my last request.” 
What should I do he thought.  Releasing another creation with the intent of killing 

Godzilla for what reason?  It was his grandfathers dream not his own, but he did owe a 
lot to him.  He felt he needed to do this for his grandfather.  The elevator doors opened 
and he stepped out. 

“Oh good evening Jason, I’m very sorry I heard the news.”  Said a man who was 
waiting for the elevator.  Jason nodded as the man passed and the doors closed, he wasn’t 
sure exactly who the man was or what he did here but it didn’t matter anymore.  
Everyone knew that this last project, project Omega was the last hope.  If it failed there 
was no more money, no more jobs, if it succeeded who knows what potentially could 
happen?  He walked down the hall passed several doors that he didn’t even think about, 
at the end was the door he wanted, it led to a room that gave a wonderful view of Omega. 

He punched in the code and the door slid open.  Walking in he glanced out 
through the bulletproof glass to see everyone clearing out of the area; it was only an hour 
till launch.  It wasn’t as if it never had been activated before, it had, and even had several 
test runs on the very island of the first projects failure.  Thinking of that made him 
wonder, if those spider creations of his grandfather and the other various scientists and 
workers here had killed Godzilla where would he and they all be now? 

Sitting down in a soft leather chair he slid up to the desk and entered the password 
to get passed the screensaver.  He had been listening to his grandfathers voice recordings 
but had left in a hurry when he heard that his condition had worsened, that was last night, 
over fourteen hours ago.  He was tired and getting hungry but he wanted to finish the last 
two recordings before he launched Omega.  The last was recorded the day before they 
released BioGodzilla.  His grandfather had become bedridden just a few days after that.  
He played the second to last file; it was mostly praise for the Omega like the rest with 
some info about what had changed.  The last file however was different. 

“Jason, I made this for you as I know this will be my last days.  BioGodzilla is 
being released tomorrow and I am to say the least ecstatic about it.  I have my doubt 
although very little and I do hope that it succeeds with all my heart.  I feel as if it fails, I 
will die much like it.  Omega though is my life’s work, I couldn’t let you know about it 
for reasons I even know can’t tell you but it is of little important and of no consequence if 
you do not know.  I build most of it before those spiders but I didn’t want to send it out 
against Godzilla until I had seen what he was capable first hand, hence the first project.  
The second was more of a whim and I decided to go with that instead as I didn’t think it 
would be possible to do such a thing, to clone Godzilla.” 

There was a pause before Jason heard his grandfather coughing.  He couldn’t help 
but wonder what the reasons were for him not being informed. 

“I might still even be alive at this point and if I am please don’t ask me about why 
I never told you.  If I have passed before I could tell you then here it is. I want you to 
activate and launch Omega.  I know you don’t have the bloodlust to see Godzilla dead as 
I and many here do but you must put that aside for me.” 



Jason nodded. 
“I will leave you with his Jason, I loved my son, your father, and I love you just 

as much.  Don’t place yourself underneath him, he may have never said that he loved you 
but he did, he told me so. Goodbye Jason I wish you and the project the best of luck.” 

Jason felt the tears coming again but he held them back.  He stood and left the 
room he still had time to eat before the launch and he needed to occupy his mind.  The 
food had no taste; well he didn’t taste it as he chewed mindless.  This day was different 
then the other launch days.  It really could go either way again but this time there 
wouldn’t another chance, a forth try, just game over.  Jason watched the elevator doors 
close and let the hum pull him deeper into the daydream he had been in since starting 
lunch. 

“I can’t do this, I’m not my grandfather, nor am I my father, its our own fault that 
Godzilla is here. The world created him the world must pay then.” 

“What about the innocent? What about those who never had anything to do with 
it, those that were born after it had happened. Are they to die as well?” 

The ding from the elevator snapped him back to reality as the doors slid open.  He 
walked slowly taking with each step another view on what he was about to do, whether it 
was right or wrong.  He stopped and punched the code, then stepped into the room, ten 
minutes till launch.  The plan was simple they would lure Godzilla to the very same 
island with a failed beta version of one of the spider bots using a mixture of chemicals to 
make sure Godzilla gave chase.  It was strange really, he was never made away of such 
things until recently.  The chemicals were unknown to him only that it was make 
Godzilla urge to follow or something to that extent. 

The phone rang; Jason picked it up, “Hello?” 
“Sir, Godzilla’s ETA is less then fifteen minutes I think it would be best if you 

launched Omega early.” 
“Thanks for notifying me, I will,” he hung up the phone and froze; it was time. 
From this room he could control most of the operations but he only had half of 

what was needed to launch Omega, it was for security reasons only.  He entered the three 
passwords that gave clearance then he activated his part.  He could hear the power being 
shut down and Omega’s own core starting; it was booting and filling the power cells with 
energy.  Jason wasn’t sure exactly how Omega was powered, he did have it explained to 
him but he still was baffled how it was executed and how they managed to get it to work. 

Below and opposite of Jason an alert popped up telling the operator that the first 
half of the launch had been activated.  The operator looked at the time first before 
entering the passwords and activating the second half.  The second half made Omega 
aware, in other words it booted his AI and let him run through the scans to make sure 
everything was ready.  Omega had more then five dozens repair units scattered around 
his body in strategic locations for internal repairs.  They could do simple repairs that 
might be needed during the fight; any major damage couldn’t be fixed in field. 

Omega ran thought the tests before checking the notifications left by 
programmers as to what was going to be done.  There was only one, it simple said, 
Godzilla.  Omega scanned his database in less then one second and came back with the 
definition for that word.  He became aware and began loading all the necessary programs 
to prepare.  It should have only taken thirty seconds from boot for Omega to launch 
himself; it had been forty. 



Omega was never given enough intelligence to become self aware but from what 
he could gather during the previous tests and the small program he installed on the main 
system, he knew more then they knew he did.  He knew about Godzilla, what he had to 
do, why, and where, but he also knew about the other failed projects, he was scanning 
through everything in the databases. 

Jason began to think that maybe there was an error, but suddenly an orange light 
in the center of Omega’s head lit up signaling that was ready to launch.  Omega didn’t 
have eyes but he did have external scanners, infrared, motion sensors, cameras, thermal 
detection, and other ways of knowing where everything was around him.  The huge 
platform that was on began to raise and the ceiling above him opened.  Not wanting to 
waste anymore time Omega launched himself via the rockets under his feet.  The force 
was powerful enough to get him airborne but not for very long.  Once he had cleared the 
oilrig he tilted and active the other boosters and sped off toward the island.  Inside Jason 
was worried, Omega wasn’t to launch until he had cleared in innards of the rig.  The 
damage from his internal launch was only to the platform but that was the least of his 
worries. 

Godzilla followed the urge that lured him, he wanted to destroy it to stop it but the 
sensation was a good one, strange how he couldn’t bring himself to attack it, he would 
follow it a little longer. 

Jason had his theories as to what Omega really was, they had all said Omega was 
one hundred percent machine but Jason doubted that.  He wondered if perhaps Omega 
had some biological parts under that armor, he had seen Omega move and he could 
hardly believe that a machine could move like that, that fast.  The weapons as well were 
deadly and even horrific to Jason.  Omega has retractable blades on his knees and elbows, 
large sword like extensions in his forearms that could eject toward his palm even into 
something in his grip.  Omega can even use its own power core to send a powerful 
current through its entire body even though any of the bladed weapons. 

Godzilla could see that the darkness of the ocean began to brighten, the surface 
wasn’t far and the chemical mixture was almost depleted.  Omega located the island in 
the distance; he was closing in so he dropped to fifty feet above the water causing large 
waves to form in his wake.  Omega wondered what how Godzilla would fight, he had 
been feed lots of information about his tactics, past battles, data about his height, weight, 
speed, attacks, everything.  To Omega though, it all meant nothing.  His scanners had 
incredible range; he detected Godzilla approaching the island and slightly alerted his 
course. 

Jason was sitting comfortably in his chair watching on six large LCD’s different 
feeds, one was on the mech luring Godzilla, another a high view of the island, another 
one of the camera’s on Omega.  Two had data streaming across them one of Omega’s the 
other of Godzilla’s but that was blank at the moment, it would rely on Omega for its data. 

Godzilla became bored with the mech and broke to the surface early seeing a 
familiar island nearby.  Omega dropped from flight and gravity hurled him toward the 
island.  Godzilla caught notice of Omega as he dropped into view, being curious and also 
sensing a threat Godzilla headed for the island. 

“That went better then I though.” Jason said as he saw Godzilla’s info appear on 
the screen.  The phone rang but he reached over and unplugged the line.  This battle 
meant more to him then just the possible end of Godzilla. 



Omega landed much softer then would be expected of something of that size and 
weight.  He scanned Godzilla and confirmed the data; Omega ignored the automatic data 
that the programmers had installed to alert Omega about Godzilla.  He was his own, they 
may have made him but they made him to fight on his own he wasn’t about to take advice 
from them now; this fight was his fight. 

Godzilla had reached the beach but had stopped to study this odd creature.  It was 
standing immobile, Godzilla was unsure what to make of it; he grunted and roared.  
Omega noted Godzilla’s roar as that of a powerful beast, he admired the monster that had 
endured so much.  Rushing forward catching Godzilla off guard Omega connected with a 
right punch that knocked Godzilla down.  With a splash of sand and water Godzilla 
crashed down, Omega jumped back anticipating a counter. 

Godzilla didn’t expect an attack that fast or that strong, getting back to his feet he 
charged Omega.  Omega judged that Godzilla was only testing the limits of his enemy 
before he would really start attacking so Omega would give him false limits.  Godzilla 
slammed into Omega moving him but not knocking him down.  Omega thrust its knee 
upward smashing into Godzilla.  Godzilla grunted but Omega released the blades 
embedded within.  Godzilla felt the blades tear into him, he jerked back ripping free as 
Omega stepped back the blades disappearing back into its body.  Omega scanned the 
wounds and found that they had already stopped bleeding. 

Godzilla unleashed a wave of energy that blasted Omega on his left side sending 
him twisting to the ground.  Not about to let this enemy recover Godzilla quickly moved 
to Omega and crushed down with his weight on Omegas arm.  The damage wasn’t even 
remotely bad but that crushing blow did weaken the structures of the arm.  Omega spun 
over pulling its arm free grabbing Godzilla’s leg.  Godzilla began charging another attack 
but Omega grabbed his neck and lifted him. 

Omega was given the right weight and his abilities were adjusted well, Godzilla 
wasn’t hard to boost at all, keeping him there was the hard part.  To avoid any damage 
that might be down by dropping Godzilla, Omega leaned forward and threw Godzilla.  
Surprised that the enemy could lift him so easily Godzilla flinched for a second but his 
energy never stopped building, mid-flight he loosed it.  The force connected with 
Omega’s chest and pushed him back.  Godzilla’s blast kept him moving but with gravity 
pulling him down changing the angle Omega broke free. 

“Odd, it seems Godzilla’s blast has some sort of magnetic effect, once Omega is 
hit by it, its nearly impossible for him to get away.”  Jason tilted his head and wondered 
how that might affect the outcome. 

Godzilla was getting back to his feet again as Omega launched himself into the 
air, it was capable of jumping twice its own height.  Omega landed but Godzilla was on 
him before he could even unbend his knees.  Godzilla found that his claws weren’t very 
effective against Omega’s shell.  Omega tried to reach out for Godzilla’s neck but he was 
already ducking and spinning.  Godzilla’s tail collided with Omega’s arm, the very same 
that he had crushed before, the integrity was slowly failing, Omega slanted with the hit 
but kept its balance.  As Godzilla came around Omega grabbed his neck and ejected the 
blade within its forearm into his neck.  Godzilla felt the blood pour down his throat, he 
tried to grunt but he only gurgled.  Omega sent current through its body into the blade, 
the electricity entered Godzilla’s body adding to the pain in his throat.  Omega’s grip was 
tight Godzilla couldn’t pull away. 



“Could it really end like this? It seems to easy?” Jason was holding his breath. 
Godzilla’s spines began to glow, the power gathering.  Omega increased the flow 

of electricity to its maximum, Godzilla jerked his head but the pain only worsened.  
Godzilla felt the energy moving up toward his mouth, he didn’t hold back.  The power of 
Godzilla’s energy tore through the hole in his neck, like water it entered the small 
opening where the blade had been ejected.  Omega released his grip as damage was done 
internally.  Godzilla’s neck was worse now, his own energy gashing the hole larger.  
Omega gave the command for the repair units to move to the arm and fix any internal 
damage they could. 

Blood covered Godzilla’s chest, the wound in his neck was healing but it was still 
a large wound.  Omega didn’t want to counter; Godzilla was proving to be more 
improvising than expected. 

Jason’s attention was brought away from the battle when one of the monitors 
changed to a view of the ocean. 

“I don’t believe it.” 
Godzilla felt a spark within him, it was familiar but he didn’t know what it was 

from.  Godzilla lifted his head and roared, his neck now healed.  Omega crouched and 
dove forward into Godzilla.  He knocked him over and landed on top of him, not wanting 
to let the monster get any chance for a counter Omega unsheathed the blades on his 
elbows.  Godzilla tried to get Omega off of him but the combined weight and the way he 
was holding him down proved very hard.  Omega raised both arms and slammed them 
down into Godzilla’s chest, the blades cleaving into him.  Godzilla tried to knock Omega 
off of him again but the blades were taking his attention and focus. 

A powerful blast hit Omega causing him to pull his blades from Godzilla’s chest; 
suddenly another struck him and threw him off of Godzilla.  A familiar roar sounded, and 
Godzilla knew why he had felt that spark.  BioGodzilla roared again then approached.  
Godzilla slid over and moved upright to face himself.  Omega scanned this newcomer 
and identified him as BioGodzilla the second failure. 

“This is going to be interesting.” Jason leaned back resting his head on his hand. 
Omega let loose all of the blades and charged the two monsters.  Godzilla’s 

internal wounds hadn’t fully healed but his skin had, BioGodzilla leaned forward 
lowering his head.  Omega struck BioGodzilla first slicing him across the neck and face 
as he spun wildly.  Godzilla tried to use his body to stop Omega but the blades opened 
him on his arms, chest, neck and sides.  Omega continued his outrageous spinning; both 
Godzilla’s growing more annoyed. 

Godzilla spun hard swinging his tail high clipping Omega stopping his assault 
long enough for BioGodzilla to slam into him.  Omega started to loose his balance falling 
back, improvising, he kicked out with both legs and caught BioGodzilla hard in the side 
launching both of them opposite each other.  Omega used the force to roll mid-air and 
land on his feet. 

Godzilla was ready and directed a blast toward Omega; it was met with crossed 
arms deflecting most of the attack.  BioGodzilla got back up and grunted with frustration, 
Godzilla felt it as well and roared aloud.  BioGodzilla moved up parallel to Godzilla, they 
both looked at each other a moment before their spines started to glow.  Omega knew the 
attacks were coming so he lunged himself forward in an attempt to stop them before they 
could blast him. 



Omega was almost to them when they both opened their mouths and the power 
was poured forth.  The combined blasts met him with a force that he couldn’t have 
possible blocked or deflected; the power sent him flying back at the mercy of the attack. 

“This doesn’t look good for Omega. I wonder how he will handle things after 
this?”  Jason furrowed his brow. 

Omega finally fell free of the energy as it ceased he impacted the ground un-
gracefully.  Both Godzilla and BioGodzilla didn’t waste a second; they were heading for 
him a mere second after their attack had ended.  Omega could feel the seismic vibrations 
caused by the two charging Godzilla.  Before he could even get himself upright, they 
bashed into him at full speed, Omega was once again at the mercy of the attack.  
Structural damage to his chest was starting to become a danger, more then a half-dozen of 
the repair bots had been damaged in some way to make them useless. 

Omega got up again faster this time before either Godzilla could reach him.  
Running forward to meet them he jumped and put his right leg forward connecting with 
BioGodzilla.  BioGodzilla felt the pain explode in his chest and the full weight of Omega 
crashed into him, he rammed backward straight into the ground.  Omega landed on one 
knee before the back of his head was bashed by Godzilla’s tail.  Falling forward Omega 
reached out and caught himself before hitting the ground but Godzilla kicked him and 
rolled him over. 

BioGodzilla grunted getting back up the pain in his chest fading, turning he saw 
Godzilla raising a leg to stomp on Omega’s chest.  Omega grabbed the foot with both 
hands holding it up.  BioGodzilla hurried over raising his own leg, Omega removed one 
hand to grab the other foot trying to crush him but the force behind the two was 
becoming overwhelming.  Omega stabbed both Godzilla’s feet with the blades in his 
forearm then quickly sent a strong current through them. 

Godzilla felt the pain but he only pushed down harder as did BioGodzilla.  Omega 
had little choice left, he charged one large current and at the exact second he started to 
push the crushing legs away from his body he released the shock.  The combination of 
the sudden movement and the wave of powerful electricity caused them both to miss 
Omega.  Taking the opportunity Omega got up as fast as he could and jumped back away 
from the two Godzilla. 

Godzilla spun showing his teeth clearly frustrated, BioGodzilla was slowly to 
turn, he roared in irritation.  Omega knew he would have a better chance facing only one 
opponent, but which one could he take out the fastest.  Omega had a trick up his sleeve, 
he had a secondary “mode” if you will where he could increase the flow from his power 
core and lessen all his joints in affect making him more agile and faster, the only down 
side would be that any damage could be severely worse in that state. 

“What is it doing?”  Jason stood watching Omega’s stats. 
It was a risk that it was willing to take for it knew little of risks and the 

consequences that they might entail.  Godzilla could feel an increase in the energy 
coming from Omega, BioGodzilla took a few steps forward then looked back at Godzilla.  
Omega did a quick scan to find that he had suffered the worst damage to his chest and left 
arm.  With all the blades fully extended he stormed forward toward the closet, 
BioGodzilla.  BioGodzilla turned back from looking at Godzilla just as Omega’s right 
blade tore into his eye.  BioGodzilla roared in pain and reared back pulling the blade free 
but two more had already entered his body via Omega’s left knee. 



Godzilla sprang forward to help BioGodzilla but Omega had already stabbed him 
in the neck, upper chest and arm.  Omega pushed BioGodzilla aside as Godzilla came 
forth.  Omega kicked out but Godzilla moved passing it crashing into Omega, using his 
legs to keep upright Omega managed not to fall.  The two traded blows, Omega slicing 
where he could, Godzilla streaking his claws across Omega’s armor but having little 
affect.  BioGodzilla rushing from the side using his side and shoulder collided into 
Omega knocking him away from Godzilla. 

BioGodzilla was still bleeding and one eye was still shut, Omega went into a roll 
to prevent any damage.  Godzilla’s spines started to glow, BioGodzilla shortly followed, 
Omega remained motionless.  He had to avoid it; another hit like that could breach his 
armor, or even damage a joint to the point of uselessness.  Godzilla’s eyes studied 
Omega, he was watching for any twitch any movement, this was a machine though; he 
didn’t give any sign of his choice until he executed it.  Adjusted his footing Godzilla 
grunted to BioGodzilla who did the same. 

“Amazing, I think they are communicating, this is absolutely amazing.”  Jason 
was ecstatic. 

“I never thought that Godzilla had any communications skills, but perhaps he 
doesn’t perhaps they can communicate telepathically? Oh this is just too much, I wish I 
could study them.” 

Omega was ready; he could dodge to either side just as they started the attack.  
Godzilla was the first to release his energy; BioGodzilla waited another second before his 
burst forth from his mouth.  Omega jumped to the right as he calculated that was the best 
was based on the trajectory of Godzilla’s attack.  BioGodzilla however adjusted and his 
attack met with Omega; Godzilla followed now powers converged on Omega. 

“Unbelievable, Godzilla must have somehow told BioGodzilla to adjust his feet 
so that they could move their attack without compromising their support. That is just 
unbelievable, it couldn’t have been that complex.”  Jason shook his head then turned to 
the desk and started to take notes. 

Omega was hit hard but he was able to spin and the damage was spread over his 
left arm and back.  When the attack stopped Omega’s left arm was all but destroyed, it 
was intact as a whole but the joint was damaged and had lost most of its motion as well 
as the weight (lifting) capacity.  Godzilla and BioGodzilla both roared the sound was 
something to behold. 

Omega was starting to become reckless, he may have been AI but he hard learned 
much on this day.  Grabbing his left arm with his right he sent the command to separate 
his left arm.  The shoulder hissed and split as the connections were severed and the joint 
was dislocated.  The arm fell free, the shoulder hissed again and closed, a shield came 
over the opening closing the hole. 

“What does Omega think he’s doing? That was meant only for repairs and if the 
arm was entirely useless.” Jason wasn’t happy about this turn of events but he was 
curious how Omega was coming to these conclusions. 

Omega held the arm and swung it a few times before him; in his calculations he 
concluded that it should prove to be a powerful blunt weapon.  Omega raised his right 
arm up and back as he moved forward toward Godzilla who was closet.  Swinging fast 
and hard Omega bludgeoned Godzilla on the side of his head splitting his hide open and 
knocking him almost to the ground. 



Godzilla jerked and the world spun, his eyes shut but he couldn’t stop the feeling 
that the world was spinning.  Omega ran passed heading for BioGodzilla bringing the 
arm to his left, his right arm across his chest.  BioGodzilla was ready though, he turned 
and raised left arm to soften the blow.  The attack even softened still caused BioGodzilla 
pain and left him open for attack.  Omega being so close to BioGodzilla smashed his 
head downward.  BioGodzilla saw a flash as his head burst with pain, when he opened his 
eyes they were blurred with blood. 

As Omega raised the dented arm to bring crashing down on BioGodzilla he was 
hit from behind.  Godzilla nearly jumped into Omega sending him down into and onto 
BioGodzilla sharp jagged spinal fins.  More then a few managed to pierce his thick armor 
compromising his defense.  BioGodzilla pushed up with his legs with all his strength and 
flipped Omega over behind him.  Omega rolled over and quickly regained his footing, 
ducking in time to dodge BioGodzilla’s tail. 

Godzilla moved beside tackling Omega but not taking him down, Omega 
struggled with Godzilla but was at a great disadvantage having only one arm.  Releasing 
the blades in his knee’s Omega let Godzilla force him backward using the force to bring 
the blades up into Godzilla’s torso.  Godzilla felt the metal slip deep into him tearing his 
innards, but he kept moving forward.  Omega pulled his right left free and placed it 
behind him for stability. 

BioGodzilla’s fins began to glow; Godzilla could feel the energy behind him.  
Omega still held his detached arm in his grip.  Ripping the blade free Omega 
simultaneously moved his left and right leg placing them on Godzilla and pushing 
backward launching himself away.  BioGodzilla unleashed his attack as soon as he saw 
Omega break away from Godzilla but Omega dropped and moved so that he was between 
them.  BioGodzilla tried to adjust his aim but he would have hit Godzilla in doing so, he 
ceased his assault. 

Godzilla grunted he was tired of this fight; BioGodzilla shook his body in anger 
and roared.  Omega suddenly had a percentage change and new plan formed; just as 
BioGodzilla lowered his head from his roar Omega jumped sideways pitching his arm.  
The arm soared and struck BioGodzilla just as he had calculated, using the slight 
diversion, Omega quickly got back up and leaped forward in front of Godzilla. 

Godzilla had turned his head slightly to watch the arm pass, as he turned back he 
saw Omega raise his hand palm open.  The blade ejected and Omega jammed it forward 
with all the power he could manage in his arm at that second. 

Jason jumped at the sound; he had never heard such a loud cracking noise in his 
life he jumped in his chair. 

“Oh my god…” he mouthed without even a whisper. 
BioGodzilla heard the noise as well; it hit him even deeper within his mind in the 

back of his head.  Omega’s blade mechanism had broken in more then one place and his 
wrist joint was severely damaged but he had accomplished what he set out to do. 

Godzilla’s mouth hung open, he hadn’t moved since the blade tore into his head 
cracking his skull and piercing his brain.  Omega twisted his arm trying to break the 
blade but it came free when he pulled his arm back.  Godzilla remained motionless, his 
eyes were open then he started to lean forward.  BioGodzilla rushed forward but Godzilla 
was already falling to the ground, he landed lifelessly. 



“I don’t believe it, I just can’t” Jason put a hand over his mouth; no matter how 
hard he tried he couldn’t close it.  He could only image the celebration going on below 
where everyone was watching. 

BioGodzilla stopped when Godzilla hit the ground, looking up to Omega; he let 
out a growl that turned into a roar that was deep and filled with anger.  Omega had 
accomplished his goal, his scanners weren’t functioning correctly but his reading for 
Godzilla showed failing life signs. 

BioGodzilla moved forward as if to fall but when his legs finally moved he burst 
forward faster then ever before.  Omega rolled passed the wild charge and ran forward 
grabbing his removed arm; he turned to face BioGodzilla ready to set free his power.  
Omega had only one chance and every other way he tried to analyze it, he just couldn’t 
avoid the attack.  Changing the flow of his core again he increased the flow of power, the 
output at that level was dangerous but he desperately needed to avoid any attacks that 
BioGodzilla threw at him. 

BioGodzilla opened his mouth and the atomic energy surged forth.  Omega rolled 
to avoid the torrent of energy but when he adjusted Omega had to run.  Omega kept just 
ahead of the stream of energy that was nearly upon him.  BioGodzilla struggled to keep 
the energy flowing but he had to stop, as soon as he did Omega rushed him.  BioGodzilla 
was slightly unfocused after the prolonged attack that he couldn’t duck the blow from 
Omega. 

“If we had never cloned Godzilla, I wonder if that would truly have been the end 
of it all.”  Jason’s eyes moved from the monitors to his hands, which were clasped before 
him. 

BioGodzilla was dealt another blow the second only adding clouds to his thoughts 
and vision.  Omega raised his knee fast into BioGodzilla pulling it back and thrusting it 
forward again and again.  BioGodzilla snapped inside, the pain in his body was distant; 
he felt life in Godzilla, life that was fading.  Omega dug the blade of his right elbow into 
BioGodzilla’s lower neck and tore it across as hard as he could.  BioGodzilla roared, it 
was mixture of pain and anger.  Before Omega’s blade could exit his flesh BioGodzilla 
reached deep within him and released his power. 

A force from within BioGodzilla blasted omega backward, his roar continued as 
the power erupted all around him.  The wounds to his torso and lower neck remained 
open and bleeding, his power was being diverted.  Omega stood his armor was intact but 
his entire external defense against any energy attacks was entirely depleted.  
BioGodzilla’s spines were glowing brighter then ever before, the heat coming from him 
was intense. 

“Is…is BioGodzilla going into a meltdown?!”  Jason stood and approached the 
monitors he felt horror at the thought of what that might bring. 

Omega charged BioGodzilla again smashing him again with the arm; BioGodzilla 
absorbed the hit spinning with it bringing his tail around to impact Omega.  Omega bent 
at his waist joint as the tail rammed and pushed him back and away.  BioGodzilla came 
full circle and saw Omega land before he turned to face Godzilla still lying still. 

He moved as fast as he could to his side, the energy within him fleeing his body 
as if it was afraid to remain.  He could feel the force within him weaken but he knew that 
it needed to be done.  Godzilla’s brain was repairing but it was slow and his power was 
diminishing. 



His heart still beat, slowly, rhythmically, each of his cells using all of its power to 
heal.  His brain was complex and not as simple to repair as skin or muscle, but help was 
coming.  Unexpectedly a force entered his body, it was warm and so very familiar.  Each 
and every cell absorbed it, there was an abundant amount and each and every bit was 
taken in.  His brain even though it was severely damaged knew what this energy was and 
where it was from. 

BioGodzilla could feel Godzilla’s life returning, he could feel his heartbeat 
increase and the spark in his mind return.  He felt weak and tired and he wanted to sleep, 
BioGodzilla always had the feeling he was the weaker of the two but now that didn’t 
matter as they were now one. 

Godzilla’s eyes snapped open in time to see BioGodzilla’s close as he fell to the 
ground.  Godzilla rose, looking down at BioGodzilla.  He couldn’t feel him, he was gone, 
raising his head he roared, it was an amazing roar it had an echo within it that made it 
double.  Godzilla felt within him a part of BioGodzilla, he would live on within in, their 
energy now combined. 

Omega’s readings for Godzilla were off the scales, readings showed odd numbers 
that just didn’t add up.  Godzilla looked down at BioGodzilla again then turned to face 
Omega who was already charging.  The separated arm swung through the air and sped 
toward Godzilla, it collision shattered the arm.  It was as if it were a twig, Godzilla grunt 
and head-butted Omega.  Omega’s head dented and he fell backward. 

“So then, it is true, Godzilla is immortal and can’t be killed.”  Jason walked back 
to his seat never taking his eyes away from Godzilla. 

Omega unsteadily got to his feet preparing to attack Godzilla with his blades.  
Godzilla spun throwing him with his tail.  Omega’s armor was failing it wouldn’t take 
much more.  Omega increased the flow of power from his core; it was now producing 
over triple its normal capacity.  Omega knew that it couldn’t hold out at that level for 
long but he only needed enough time to get to Godzilla to detonate it. 

Godzilla watched as Omega ran toward him, his fins began to glow.  Godzilla 
held it waiting for Omega to get closer; when he was just upon Godzilla he jumped 
hoping to avoid the blast.  Godzilla didn’t move his head until Omega was just over him.  
Omega forced as much power out of his core as possible to cause a self-detonation.  Just 
as the power ripped through the core, Godzilla raised his head and unleashed the power 
within. 

Jason saw that Omega was going to explode, Godzilla’s energy tore through 
Omega’s chest like it was foil just as the core exploded.  The explosion blocked Jason’s 
view but he quickly changed to another aerial camera.  He saw a huge cloud of dust and 
bursting from within a long blue beam reaching high into the sky.  Slowly it faded but the 
dust and debris remained.  Jason was certain that the blast must have tore into Godzilla 
and killed him, that the blast was just his energy being released or some sort of spasm. 

Jason rubbed his face, he swallowed, this was it, either way this was it. 
From within the dark cloud of dust and debris a roar bellowed.  Godzilla strode 

out, the dust streaking off him as he moved.  Godzilla turned back and a let out a soft 
roar, it was a cry for BioGodzilla.  Turning he moved toward the beach and slipped back 
under the waves.  Jason watched and waited for the cloud to dissipate, he saw a crater and 
pieces of Omega were scattered about.  He saw BioGodzilla still lying where he had 
fallen. 



"Just because man creates it, does not mean man can destroy it. Godzilla will live 
forever as a reminder of that. I'm sorry grandfather, I'm sorry."  Jason’s faced was marked 
with tears, he hadn’t failed his grandfather, he did release Omega but he felt as if Omega 
had been his grandfather incarnate.  He wiped the tears from his face and realized that he 
had been sitting there for quite some time.  He started to turn off the monitors when he 
realized that something was off. 

Deep under the ocean waves Godzilla entered a large chasm he called home, back 
on the island however, BioGodzilla was no where to be seen. 


